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Well done and thank you again for this week’s work. I can see
that you have particularly enjoyed the History, Science and Art.
I have been receiving Daily Report Cards from many of you as
well, which gives me a good idea of how you are doing with
work that you have not been able to send in and I am pleased to
see that many of you are keeping up with your PE and staying
active.
For those of you who are still a bit confused about how to use
the Daily Report Cards, I have included some examples at the
end of the Celebration Pages. Remember to keep sending them
in every day!

In English this week, we have been imagining what it would be
like to be sailing to the Antarctic, hundreds – if not thousands –
of miles away from the nearest inhabited lands.
Brittanny has written a detailed
diary entry and thought of a lot of
different feelings that her character
might have on the journey.

I love the sense of character that Precious has created in
her diary entry.

Jeremiah and Janet have also thought of some very interesting ideas
and expressed them using imaginative language.

Rosilia and Benjamin have used a
thesaurus to make appropriate verb
choices.

Our work in Reading this week has focused on the skill of
summarising. We have been asking ourselves the question,
“What do we need to know in order to be able to understand
this?” to help separate key ideas from extra detail.

PROBLEM
Lighthouses may be difficult to tell apart from
each other.
Visibility may be difficult under certain weather
conditions.
Even different-looking lighthouses are difficult
to tell apart when it is dark.
Blue light cannot be seen from very far away.

SOLUTION
They are built purposefully to look different
from other nearby lighthouses.
They use a signal to warn any passing ships.
Rotating each lighthouses optic at different
speed will make the sailor see great in the dark.
Nobody uses the blue light anymore instead
they use red white or green.

Ebuka and
Jesse have
summarised
the
information
in the text
very clearly.

Well done to Viola for
developing her Computing
skills at the same time as
her Reading skills!

Our focus in Maths this week was on converting between
different units of measurement.
Ethan and Tope can both very
confidently convert between
millimetres and metres.

Yohannes has used his
understanding of
conversions to solve
problems. I especially like
the fact that we can see
from his work that he is
able to make sensible
decisions about when to
calculate mentally and
when to use a written
method.

Haniel and
Michal have
shown good
understanding
of using and
calculating with
negative
numbers in
different
contexts.

In RE, we explored the question of whether and why Christians
need to read the Old Testament.

Benjamin has shown here that he has understood the key point about
the Bible, and has used that understanding to explain and justify his
opinion.

In Science this week we have been looking at different
explanations about reflection and trying to work out which is
the most accurate.

Chialuzue has
explained his reasoning
very carefully and used
his knowledge from
earlier lessons on this
topic.

I am so impressed with Brittanny’s
work! I can see that she has done the
investigation that was on the video and
that she has also gone back over her
work and checked that her answers were
right. Well done, Brittanny!

In History, we compared Maya cities with a drawing of London
in the 1500s.
Cities
Tikal

Tonina
Palenque
Tulum

London

Features
2 big buildings stand at the opposite side of
each other; A variety of trees standing by each
other; Some pathways with some weird design;
Navy skies.
Broken monuments; Spread out trees; Nice
beautiful skies; Distant mountains.
Out of the ordinary buildings; Calm wavy trees;
Far away mountains.
Weird old monuments; Long pathways; Soft
sand; The wonderful cyan sea; Clunky rocks;
some nice squashed together trees.
Packed pointy buildings; occupied seas;
churches scattered amongst the building; Boats
sailing across the sea; Bridges connecting towns

I like the fact that Ebuka started off by looking carefully
at the photographs and identifying key features of all of
the cities. This shows a keen historian’s eye!

Onyeka has thought of some interesting similarities and
differences between the Maya cities and London.

We were looking in Art at shading techniques and how to shade
in circles to make them appear to be spheres.

Benjamin

Rosilia

Yohannes

I have also received…

PSHE from Daniela

Mandarin from
Benjamin

Music from Tope

Finally, well done to everyone who has been sending in their
Daily Report Cards this week. They are very important because
they help me to see how you are getting on with all of your work
and to check that you are able to get through all of the work that
you need to be doing each day.
If you have not yet started sending yours to me please do so
from today!
Here are some examples to give you more of an idea of how to
fill them in.

As you can see, there are lots of different
ways to fill in the sheet. The important
thing is that you are reflecting on the
work that you did for each subject and
taking the opportunity to think about
what helped you or why you found it
challenging.

